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Recent experiments have shown that colloidal suspensions can spontaneously self-assemble into dense clusters
of various internal structures, sizes and dynamical properties when doped with active Janus particles. Char-
acteristically, these clusters move ballistically during their formation, but dynamically revert their velocity
and temporarily move opposite to the self-propulsion direction of the Janus particles they contain. Here we
explore a simple effective model of colloidal mixtures which allows reproducing most aspects seen in exper-
iments, including the morphology and the velocity-reversal of the clusters. We attribute the latter to the
nonreciprocal phoretic attractions of the passive particles to the active colloids’ caps, taking place even at
close contact and pushing the active particles backwards. When the phoretic interactions are repulsive, in
turn, they cause dynamical aggregation of passive colloids in the chemical density minima produced by the
active particles, as recently seen in experiments; in other parameter regimes they induce travelling fronts of
active particles pursued by passive ones coexisting with an active gas.
I. INTRODUCTION
Introduction While many of the materials which we
encounter in our environment are in equilibrium or in a
glassy state, biological systems can perform a variety of
functionalities, such as wound healing (self-repair)1, me-
chanical adaption2 or signaling3,4 which hinge on their
nonequilibrium nature. The latter provides biological
materials with an enhanced flexibility regarding the for-
mation of complex self-organized structures as compared
to passive materials whose behaviour is restricted by the
detailed balance principle and the requirement to mini-
mize free energy. Following biological paragons, the inte-
gration of active components into passive synthetic sys-
tems therefore offers a route towards fundamentally new
material properties. We are currently witnessing interest-
ing progress in this direction, based on the doping of col-
loidal systems with microswimmers5–7 which have been
developed in the past decade8–10.
Besides a range of theoretical studies focusing
on motility-induced phase separation in active-passive
mixtures11–14 occurring at moderate densities, recent
experiments15–19 have observed the formation of various
self-assembled structures even at very low active parti-
cle densities. Since these structures resemble those of
ordinary molecules, the emerging clusters are called het-
eronuclear active colloidal molecules20–33. Ref.15 in par-
ticular has explored passive colloids doped with light-
activated active Janus colloids (active packing fraction
φa = 0.4%), reporting the aggregation of passive col-
loids around active ’seeds’, even at densities which are
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too low to allow the active colloids to aggregate in the
absence of the passive ones. This has recently been mod-
eled in Ref.34 describing a similar aggregation dynamics
as seen in experiments. However, in experiments15, at
early stages, the emerging clusters move ballistically, like
the active colloids they contain, but interestingly, they
temporarily move in the opposite direction, representing
a velocity-reversal (not described in Ref.34).
In the present work, we explore a simple model for
chemically-interacting active-passive colloidal mixtures
reproducing most aspects seen in the experiments15.
They range from the initial aggregation of passive par-
ticles around the active seeds at active-particle densities
which are too low to allow them aggregating alone, to
the clustering-induced velocity-reversals and the over-
all morphology of the resulting patterns at intermedi-
ate and late times. The model hinges on the well-
known fact that both active and passive particles move
up or down the chemical gradients produced by the ac-
tive particles35–45 representing chemical (or ’phoretic’)
interactions. The model accounts for both, the nonre-
ciprocal and the anisotropic character of these interac-
tions, both being necessary to describe the clustering-
induced velocity-reversals seen in experiments. Phoretic
interactions may therefore be sufficient to describe the
key aspects of the active-passive colloidal mixtures ex-
plored in15, although hydrodynamic interactions, which
we neglect here, may generally be also important for some
(other) active colloids and active-passive mixtures46 (see
also the interesting very recent flow field measurements
in ref.47).
Other recent experiments16,17 have revealed that under
appropriate conditions active colloids may also (phoret-
ically) repel passive colloids (e.g. TiO2 Janus colloids
under UV-light illumination). For such mixtures, our
model predicts a rich set of possible patterns involving
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2FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of cluster formation and
clustering-induced velocity-reversals. a) Initially the active
colloids self-propel with their catalytic cap (golden) ahead,
i.e. up their self-produced chemical gradients due to (diffu-
sio)phoresis. Passive colloids (grey) phoretically move up the
same gradients towards the cap of the active particles. (b)
When being attaching to the cap of an active colloid, the pas-
sive colloids continue moving up the chemical gradient and
collectively push the active particle against its self-propulsion
direction, resulting in a reversed cluster-velocity. c) As the
clusters grow and the active particle is surrounded by at least
one complete shell of passive colloids it becomes very slow.
states where passive colloids dynamically aggregate in
the minima of the phoretic field produced by the active
particles as well as rigid core-shell structures and bal-
listically traveling fronts of active and passive particles
moving through a background gas of active colloids. Un-
like other patterns predicted in this work, the traveling
fronts have not yet been observed experimentally and
might therefore inspire corresponding new work.
II. MODEL
We describe a mixture of Np passive colloids and
N − Np self-propelling active colloids of identical diam-
eter d and with translational Dt and rotational Dr dif-
fusion coefficient. Each active colloid catalyzes a certain
chemical reaction on a part of its surface which leads to
self-propulsion by (diffusio)phoresis and causes chemical
cross-interactions due to the (diffusio)phoretic response
of all other colloids to the resulting chemical field. To
model the many-particle dynamics of the considered mix-
ture, we formulate a simple effective model based on a
similar framework as underlying previous works, such
as36,37,39,46 (see Appendix for details), but in a somewhat
different form accounting for aspects which are important
to describe experiments15 (e.g. the anisotropic chemical
production of the active colloids)48:
The Np isotropic passive colloids do not self-propel but
respond to the gradient of the chemical field c(r, t) pro-
duced by the active colloids. We model their dynamics
using Langevin equations (in dimensionless form)
r˙i = Bp∇c |r=ri −∇riU +
√
2Dtξi; i = 1, .., Np (1)
Here we have used the inverse rotational diffusion coeffi-
cient 1/Dr and the particle diameter d as our time and
space units respectively and have introduced Dt = DtDrd2
FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of an active colloids as de-
scribed in the present effective model: The chemical produc-
tion on the cap is replaced by a single point source at the
’center’ of the cap which has a distance λ = 2
3pi
d from the geo-
metrical center of the colloids. In the model each (anisotropic)
active colloid sees the chemical gradient at a single point
slightly displaced from its center, whereas isotropic passive
colloids see the gradient in their center. Accordingly, both
anisotropic phoretic interactions and self-propulsion emerge
from the same chemical field.
and the reduced coupling strength Bp = βpDrdD+2 to the
chemical field c(r, t), which is produced by the active
colloids. βp is the bare coupling strength and D the
dimensionality of the system. ξi(t) describes Gaussian
white noise of zero mean and unit variance. U˜ represents
the steric interaction potential in dimensionless form
and is modeled here using Weeks-Chandler-Anderson-
interactions U = ∑i<j u˜(rij)49 where rij = |ri − rj | and
u˜(rij) =

γd2Dr
{
4
[(
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6]
+ 1
}
(2)
if rij/σ ≤ 21/6 and u˜(rij) = 0 else. Here σ = d/21/6,  is
an energy, defining the interaction strength, and γ is the
Stokes drag coefficient.
To model the dynamics of the active colloids, we use
the following effective Langevin equations
r˙i = Ba∇c |r=r′i −∇riU +
√
2Dtξi (3)
θ˙i =
√
2 ηi; i = Np + 1, .., N, (4)
Here we have introduced the reduced coupling coefficient
of the active colloids to the chemical field, Ba = βaDrdD+2 ,
where βa is the bare coupling coefficient, and r
′
i = ri−λpi
represents a small shift from the midpoint of colloid i
leading to self-propulsion (see Fig. 2). That is, we as-
sume that the isotropic passive colloids effectively see the
chemical field at their midpoint and that the anisotropic
3active Janus colloids see the field at some position shifted
to their midpoint. This simple picture does of course not
describe the actual microscopic details of self-propulsion
(therefore we call the model ’effective’), but leads to
the correct phoretic far-field interactions and additionally
accounts qualitatively for the asymmetry of the chemi-
cal interactions. The latter is necessary to describe the
velocity-reversals seen in experiments when active and
passive colloids come together. Note also that Eq. (4)
neglects phoretic alignment effects, because the experi-
ments in Ref.15 have been performed at very low active-
particle concentrations and are dominated by active-
passive phoretic interactions for which alignment effects
do not occur, not by active-active ones.
The effective chemical field follows a chemical diffusion
equation supplemented by a point source for each active
colloid, placed at the geometric center of the cap (pro-
jected to 2D), and a sink term accounting for a decay of
the chemical field, probably occurring due to bulk reac-
tions which might be triggered by the UV-illumination
of the system in experiment15–19. In dimensionless form,
the equation of motion for the chemical dynamics reads:
c˙(r, t) = Dc∇2c+K0
∑
i∈{active}
δ(r− [ri(t) + λpi])−Kdc
(5)
Here we have introduced the reduced chemical diffu-
sion coefficient Dc = DcDrd2 , the reduced production rate
K0 =
k0
Dr
and the reduced decay rate Kd =
kd
Dr
and do
not assume that the chemical field follows the position of
the colloids instantaneously, which is particular relevant
when the phoretic interactions are repulsive and cause
delay effects, as we will see. Note that the present model
neglects hydrodynamic interactions which may generally
be or not be important depending on the specific active
colloids under consideration46, but are not needed to re-
produce the phenomenomena occuring in experiment15
within our model.
III. CHEMICAL ATTRACTIONS
To test our model, we first extract the relevant pa-
rameters from experiments (see Appendix) and perform
Brownian dynamics simulations, starting from a uni-
form and disordered particle distribution, coupled to a
finite difference scheme for the dynamics of the chemi-
cal field (initially uniform), using a 2D simulation box
of size L = Ld with periodic boundary conditions50. As
in experiments15, in the simulations, at early times, the
active Janus colloids self-propel with their catalytic cap
ahead, whereas the passive colloids diffuse rather ran-
domly. Within a second or less, however, passive colloids
move permanently towards the caps of the active colloids
and attach there. Also as in experiments, we never ob-
served cases of immediate active-active binding at the
very low active particle density (φa = 0.4%) considered.
Remarkably, once a few passive colloids have attached
FIG. 3. Velocity-reversals in simulations (top row) and ex-
periments from ref.15 (bottom row). The active particles
(red dots in the simulation; dark particles in the experiment)
are initially propelling with their catalytic cap ahead. Both,
simulation and experiment show a preferred aggregation of
passive particles at the active particles’ catalytic caps, fol-
lowed by a velocity reversal. Parameters have been matched
to experiments (see Appendix) leading to the following val-
ues: Kd ∼ 5 · 103, K0 = 250, Bp = 43654, Ba = 1284, d˜ = 1.0,
Dr = 1.0, Dt = 13 , Dc = 4444.0 and φa = 0.4%, φp = 8% the
area fraction of active and passive particles.
to an active one, the resulting aggregate reverts its di-
rection of motion (see Figs. 1,3 and movie S1). In our
model, the underlying mechanism is that even at con-
tact, passive colloids, sitting at the cap of an active col-
loid, move up the gradient of the chemical, produced at
the cap. Thus they push the active colloid against its
self-propulsion direction, which is particularly efficient if
several passive colloids attach to the cap of the active one
and collectively push it backwards (see Fig. 3). Notice
that this phenomenon reflects the nonreciprocal charac-
ter of phoretic interactions in nonidentical particles51.
As time proceeds the passive colloids continue aggregat-
ing around the active ones and after a few seconds only,
they form complete shells surrounding the active core
particle. The resulting clusters move very slowly at this
stage, but continue growing by attracting further passive
colloids. Fig. 4 illustrates the subsequent steps of clus-
ter formation in comparison with experiments and shows
that the clusters grow and merge on similar timescales
as in experiments. Notice here, the important role of the
effective screening of the phoretic interactions probably
occurring due to bulk reactions, which has so-far often
been neglected. In fact, if the effective screening was ab-
sent, the clusters would move much too fast as shown
in the Appendix in Fig. 7c. Here already at t = 24s
all particles have collapsed into one macroscopic cluster,
opposing experimental results, which show free particles
even for t > 200s. In addition, fitting the tracer mo-
tion to experimental measurements strongly suggests the
existence of such an effective screening as we discuss in
detail in the Appendix.
Within each of the clusters, the particles closely pack
and show a hexagonal structure. In experiments, this
4FIG. 4. Simulation snapshots of passive (blue) and active
particles (red) compared to experiments15 shown in the x −
y−plane. Parameters as in Fig. 3.
changes when using active and passive particles of differ-
ent size: the same is seen in our model, where we observe
square-structures and heptagonal ones (see Fig. 5).
IV. CHEMICAL REPULSION
While recent experiments have started exploring
also active-passive mixtures with repulsive phoretic
interactions16,17,19,52 this case has received somewhat less
attention in the literature modeling active-passive mix-
tures so far. This case, where the (active) colloids phoret-
ically move down gradients of the effective chemical field
c(r, t) may occur e.g. for colloids moving up the fuel-
species or down the resulting chemical production.
We therefore switch the sign of Ba, but keep its
strength which is dictated by the self-propulsion velocity.
Now systematically varying Bp from negative to positive
values in our simulations, as well as Kd, which deter-
mines the range of the phoretic interactions, we obtain
the state diagram shown in Fig. 6.
When Bp < 0 and Kd is large (Kd ∼ 104), we observe
that the passive particles aggregate in the dynamically
evolving chemical density minima (Fig. 6a,b and movie
S3) which resembles the structures seen52 (Fig. 5 and 6
therein) for a mixture of Cu − TiO2 and SiO2 particles.
(a)square - simulation (b)heptagonal - simulation
(c)square - experiment (d)heptagonal - experiment
FIG. 5. Comparison of simulations for active-passive mixtures
with different particle sizes with experiments15, shown in the
x − y-plane. Parameters as in Fig. 3 except for the varied
particle diameters d′, which we have chosen as in experiments,
i.e. in panels (a) and (c) for the active particles we have
d′ = 2
3
d and d′ = 1.4d for the passive ones (φa = 0.13% and
φp = 5.2%); in (b) and (d) we have d
′ = d and d′ = 2
3
d for
the active and the passive particles respectively (φa = 0.3%
and φp = 1.2%) and for the dimensionless production rate
for which we have chosen K0 = 50, because corresponding
experiments use a reduced laser power.
Remarkably, when Kd is significantly smaller (Kd ∼ 1)
so that the phoretic repulsions have a longer range, the
passive particles form comparatively large and persistent
clusters, surrounded by a dynamic shell of active particles
(Fig. 6g,h,m,n and movie S4). To understand why these
clusters emerge, note that the passive particles do not
produce any chemical, leading to a self-stabilization of
large passive clusters: these clusters serve as an ’exclusion
zone’ for active particles and hence for chemical sources
resulting in a persistent chemical density minimum in
the cluster center attracting the chemorepulsive passive
colloids. The active colloids are also attracted by the
chemical density minimum, but weaker than the passive
ones and therefore form a diffusive corona around the
passive aggregate.
If Bp > 0 so that the active particles effectively attract
the passive ones but mutually repel each other, we ob-
serve a completely different phenomenology. Here, active
and passive particles have a tendency to ’mix’, which is
particularly pronounced if Bp and Kd are both large so
that the interactions are rather strong and short ranged
(Fig. 6e,f and Movie S5). Such clusters occur because the
passive particles aggregate around the active ones and
are attracted over rather long distances, which overcom-
5FIG. 6. State diagram of a 1:1 mixture of active (red) and passive (blue) particles, based on simulation snapshots shown in the
x − y-plane recorded at t = 18. Parameters: Ba = −1284.0, N = 4000, L = 120, other parameters as in Fig. 3. Background
colors represent the chemical density in reduced units, with greyscale-bars applying to all panels left of it. Note here that small
Kd values lead to a large chemical background density not affecting the gradients. (See also movies S3, S4, S5 and S6.)
pensates the active-active repulsion leading to an overall
aggregation.
Interestingly, when loweringKd so that the phoretic re-
pulsions are longer ranged, we observe dynamic patterns
involving clusters which dynamically form and fragmen-
tate and sometimes also fronts made of a mixture of ac-
tive and passive particles moving through an almost uni-
form gas of active particles (Fig. 6r and movie S6). Why
do these patterns occur rather than stationary clusters
as for large Kd? For small Kd in aggregates of active
and passive particles the active particles repel each other
over comparatively long distances, opposing aggregation
at some point. The crucial point is now, that there is
generally a delay between the chemical production and
the response of the colloids, so that the aggregation may
overshoot, before the chemical density, which is responsi-
ble for the mutual repulsions, follows, also overshoots and
repels particles, fragmentating the cluster. (This mecha-
nism is similar to the delay-induced instability which has
been derived in the framework of a linear stability analy-
sis for active colloids in refs.38,39 and has been shown to
initiate traveling waves.)
V. CONCLUSIONS
The explored model for active-passive colloidal mix-
tures with phoretic attractions and parameters being
matched to experiments15 describes the aggregation of
passive colloids around active seeds, including the charac-
teristic velocity reversals of the clusters occurring in the
coarse of their formation. In our model the dynamical
velocity-reversals emerge due to unidirectional phoretic
attractions of the passive colloids towards the caps of the
active colloids, which take place even at close contact and
allow the passive particles to push the active ones back,
against their natural self-propulsion direction. That is,
the velocity-reversals seen in experiments15 hinge on the
anisotropy and nonreciprocity of phoretic interactions.
Our results suggest that the aggregation dynamics is
only described correctly when accounting for chemical de-
cay processes leading to an effective screening of phoretic
interactions at a scale of a few particle sizes (due to bulk
reactions). This is in agreement with measurements of
the phoretic attractions, also suggesting the presence of
an effective screening.
Finally, for mixtures involving repulsive phoretic inter-
actions, which have received less attention in the litera-
ture so-far, we predict a range of patterns, such as dy-
namical aggregation of passive colloids, core-shell clus-
ters and moving patterns. These results could inspire
new experiments to explore parameter regimes involving
repulsive phoretic interactions.
Overall, the present work shines light on the impor-
tance of the unusual properties of phoretic interactions,
such as their anisotropy and nonreciprocity as well on
their effective screening, in active-passive colloidal mix-
tures. This might be useful information for future more
precise models accounting for various aspects which we
have neglected in the simple, effective model considered
in the present work. This may include systematic de-
scription of phoretic near-field interactions, and account-
6ing for hydrodynamic interactions and effects due to
boundaries (substrates).
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VII. APPENDIX
To be realistic, we now estimate most of the param-
eters based on the experiment15. Since self-propulsion
and chemical interactions among the active colloids
are inseparably linked with each other39, we can fix
βa by matching the self-propulsion velocity of a single
swimmer with experiments: Using v0 = 6.0µm/s
15
(at “full” laser intensity Pmax = 320 mW/cm
2),
we obtain βa ≈ 1300µm4/s. The product βp · k0
follows from measurements of the speed of passive
colloidal tracers towards an active Janus colloid in15.
By fitting the experimental data (see below) we obtain
βp ·k0 ≈ 2 ·106 µmD+2/s2 (and choose βp = 44.200µm4/s
and k0 = 50
1
s ) and also kd ∼ 103/s. We finally estimate
the chemical diffusion as Dc ∼ 2 · 103 µm
2
s . Using the
particle diameter d = 1.5µm and the rotational diffusion
coefficient Dr = 0.2
1
s , both as in
15, these parameter
values result in the following dimensionless numbers:
Kd ∼ 5 · 103, K0 = 250, Bp = 43654, Ba = 1284 and
Dc = 4444.0. Finally, following the Stokes-Einstein
relations for translational and rotational diffusion we
obtain Dt = 1/3.
Let us now discuss how in detail we estimate βp and kd
from experiments15 where the motion of passive tracers
in the field produced by an active particle has been mea-
sured (see also46 for a preliminary discussion). In this
section we use dimensional parameters to simplify the
comparison to experiments. The steady state for the 3D
chemical field due to a single point source at the origin
is described by 0 = Dc∇2c+ k0δ(r)− kdc which has the
following solution53
c(r) =
k0
4piDcr
e−κr with κ =
√
kd/Dc (6)
The speed of passive (tracer) colloids in a chemical field
which varies slowly on scales comparable to the particle
size is v(r) ≈ βp∇c yielding:
v(r) = −βpk0e
−κr
4piDcr
(
1
r
+ κ
)
(7)
In Fig. 7 we have fitted this expression, both for κ = 0
and for κ 6= 0 to the same experimental raw data which
underlies Fig. 3 in15, for the radial velocities of pairs of
one active and passive particle (the active particle be-
ing “immobilized” via the substrate) as a function of
the center-to-center distance r ∈ (2.5 − 8µm). We have
slightly averaged and smoothed the corresponding data.
Performing a nonlinear least-square Marquardt-
Levenberg algorithm fit we obtain B = βp · k0 = 2.21 ·
106 µmD+2/s2 and kd = 1148
1
s , as the best possible fit
(green line) to the experimental data (purple dots). For
comparison, we also show the best possible fit for κ = 0,
which leads to the blue line in Fig. 7. This indicates
that phoretic interactions are effectively screened in the
experiment15 leading to an effective range of the relevant
phoretic interactions of one or a few particle diameters.
In addition, as discussed in the main text, when assuming
unscreened phoretic interactions instead, our simulations
do not sensibly reproduce experimental results but lead
to a much too fast cluster growth (Fig. 7c).
Fig. 7b shows v(r) including the near-field regime,
where the relative velocity between the colloids saturates
and decays to almost zero for very small distances. To
account for this rather involved near-field behaviour in a
minimal way, we set the magnitude of the chemical gra-
dient seen by a passive colloid to a value leading to the
saturation speed of v = 4.5µm/s as indicated in Fig. 7b,
whenever it is closer than a distance of 2R to an active
colloid, but keep the direction of the gradient.
A. Movies
Movies S1 and S2 correspond to Figs. 4 Fig. 7(c)
respectively and Movies S3, S4, S5, S6 correspond to
Fig. 6b,n,f,r. Parameters are the same as for the cor-
responding figures.
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